Sprint-Based Agile Development
Agile way of working helps us to collaborate, understand real
customer needs and constantly learn from feedback.
Increase visibility by visualizing work and progress

Deliver value constantly by building incrementally
AGILE

TRADITIONAL

ROADMAP

KANBAN

BACKLOG

High level roadmap and
vision to guide development
and identify dependencies

Kanban board to visualize
progress and organize
development

Product backlog to
visualize workload and
store information

VALUE

Gap between what we originally wanted and what we actually needed

RELEASE /
ROLL-OUT
PLAN

DESIGN

DEVELOP

VALIDATE

TIME

Respond to changes by prioritizing effectively

Get things done by limiting work in progress

BACKLOG
Critical improvement
with high priority

TO DO

IN PROGRESS

Feature

Feature

Feature

New idea
New idea
New idea

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Value of new ideas
and features waiting
to be implemented
decreases over time

Feature
Good idea with
low priority

…

Feature
Feature
Feature

Feature

Feature
Feature
…

DONE
Feature

Feature

Smaller batches enable
 Ability to respond changes
 Faster throughput
 Less variability
 Fast learning

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Feature

Key Components in Agile Development
VISION DESCRIBES THE FUTURE STATE WHERE WE ARE GOING WITH
DEVELOPMENT AND ROADMAP SHOWS HOW ARE WE GETTING THERE
Vision

A GOOD WAY TO MANAGE BACKLOG ITEMS IS TO USE A KANBAN
BOARD THAT VISUALIZES WORKLOAD AND SHOWS PROGRESS
Kanban is a well-known method to

It all starts with an idea or need. In order to transform this into a functional product or service we need to
describe it. Creating a vision statement is very good way to communicate what is the desired future state.
Writing down a vision will:

 Limit work in progress

Task

 Show progress

 Give meaning for development

Task

 Optimize flow

 Set common goal to aim for
 Help to achieve the future state

MVP = Minimum Viable Product

Ideas and needs

Product backlog

Task
Subtask

Subtask

Feature
Subtask

Story

Story
Feature

Subtask

Feature



Break large items to smaller tasks



Validate fit for company strategy



Estimate workload for the tasks



Update long-term roadmap



Check team member availabilities



Follow-up return on investment



Agree who works on what



List ‘lessons learnt’ & implement
required improvements



...

Quarterly planning event (2 days)
What is our focus for next three months?

Story
Task



Update high-level roadmap & clarify vision



Share latest business needs & priorities



Priorities and create plans for key focus

areas (e.g.
Epics)
FIXED MEETING SCHEDULE AND PREDETERMINED CADENCE
WILL
 ...
HELP TO IDENTIFY DEPENDENCIES, ENSURE SUFFICIENT
Items on
first column are the same items as in a sprint
backlogENABLE
at the beginning of aFREQUENT
sprint.
COMMUNICATION
AND
PRODUCT RELEASES
In case sprints are not used, first column is typically the same as product backlog.

Daily stand-up (15min)
What everybody will do today?

For many people agile means Scrum and working in sprints. Most of the time this is a good approach when you want to go agile, but even more
important is to choose a way of working and follow it. It can be for example Scrum, Kanban or mix of those as long as everybody in the project
knows and agrees the way of working.

Sprint backlog

A prioritized to-do list including Features, Stories and
tasks that will be done. New well formulized items will
be added to the list constantly in order to complete all
activities that are needed to achieve the vision

Select backlog items for the sprint

Revise product / service vision

Subtask

Cadence ensures that key events and activities take
place on regular intervals and the schedule is predictable.

A long list of ideas and needs that could be done.
Before passing items from this list to product backlog
they must be reviewed: split large items to smaller,
rewrite unclear/vague items and prioritize them.





Story

BACKLOG IS A REGULARLY UPDATED AND WELL-FORMULIZED
TO-DO
Optimizing flow means that you find what is the right size
LIST THAT NEEDS TO BE COMPLETED TO ACHIEVE THEforVISION
each item and how many items you should progress at

the same time. This will increase throughput time and
Backlog or product backlog typically includes Features and Stories that will be developed for the product or service.
In additionlower
to these,
backlog
predictability,
variability
and make it possible to
 Have more details for next months
can also include action points or tasks that should be completed in order to be able to develop the desired Features.
All the
items on
backlog
respond
changes
and
learn fast.
 Give an understanding how to proceed after
MVPbe well formulized so that everybody understands what they mean and when they can be considered ready. Stories or User Stories are a
should
 Be revised when something new appears common way of transforming customer needs to development items. The key is to split large chunks of work like Epics or Features to small and
concrete action items or functionalities that can be easily described through Stories.
 Describe long-term plan on high-level

DONE

Story

This simple tool will help you to show why it might take
some time to implement new ideas and what the team
have achieved in the past. Key is to limit work in progress
meaning that you should work only on few items at the
time. After a task is completed you can start another.

Not having a plan and just starting the development is one of the biggest misconceptions related to agile
way of working. There is always need for planning and writing it down. However, roadmap is not a
detailed and fixed set of steps that must be conducted in certain order. It gives guidelines and is a
communication tool that help everybody to achieve the same goal and fulfill the vision. Roadmap should:
 Be easy to read and follow

IN PROGRESS

Sprint planning (2-4 hours)
What can we achieve during next weeks?

Yearly strategic planning (1-3 days)
Where do we focus next year?

 Visualize workload

 Align expectations of stakeholders

Roadmap

TO DO

THE AGILE PLANNING CIRCLE REVEALS HOW STRUCTURED AND
PREDICTABLE THE AGILE WAY OF WORKING IS

Explain what you will do next



Ask for help & support if needed

Typically each iteration from day to year follows the same
pattern: Plan what you are going to do on that day, sprint
or year. Do what you said you will do. Check frequently
that what you are doing is right thing and still valuable.
Adjust your work according to new input or changes.
Once you are ready, show what you have done and
release it.

Duration of these cycles can be altered depending on the
situation, but it is highly recommended to stick with the
selected timeboxes and organize work according to them.

A single backlog could include all the three lists mentioned above, but separating these list makes it much easier to keep organized

Communicate what has been completed



Fixed meeting schedule helps everybody to know when
they need to finish particular part of the work, when their
input is needed and supports communication. It spares
the trouble of finding suitable meeting times for people
who need to meet frequently and prevents delays
because team members cannot reach each other on time.

A well working cadence in agile development includes
daily stand-ups, two-week sprints, three month
increments and yearly strategic planning. This means that
communication about progress and challenges is done
daily, actual work is done in two-week long iterations,
short term roadmaps are updated once per quarter and
long-term vision is refined yearly.

Extract from top of the product backlog including
Features, Stories and tasks that will be done during
next sprint (typically 2 weeks). The team decides
together which items they can do during the sprint.



DEMO /
REVIEW

RELEASE

Roles and Responsibilities

PRODUCT OWNER

DEVELOPMENT TEAM *

Product Owner (PO) is responsible for return
on investment (ROI) and has a vision behind
the product development without knowledge
of detailed requirements. PO knows why we
are building, what problem we are solving
and who will be using the system. PO takes
care of prioritization, business decisions for
the agile team and is final arbiter related to
requirement questions.

The team is a self-organizing group of developers,
designers and other key people to get the job done.
This cross-functional team should be self-organized
and be able to deliver value frequently. They do the
actual work.

PO will take care of managing new ideas
and requirements, formulating Features and
Stories, managing backlog and
communicating with stakeholders. PO owns
long-term product roadmap and ensures
everybody understands the vision. Product
Owner focuses more on the what than on
the how. Anything that is needed from the
development team goes through PO.

Build the
right thing

Build the
thing right

Build it fast
and agile

• Manages idea and requirement funnel
• Turn ideas and requirements into Features and
Stories

The team should limit work in progress, know how
many Features or Stories can be developed during
a sprint and take care of testing. They should
actively ask for support and ask clarifications in case
some development items are unclear.

Existing
project
model

SCRUM MASTER
Scrum Master has no management authority but acts as a
facilitator for the process. Scrum Master removes
impediments, facilitates sprint meetings, helps to unlock
benefits of agile, provides visibility and ensures agile
principles are followed. He/she protects the team from
distractions and interruptions.
Scrum Master should help to clarify requirements (e.g. write
Stories) and support PO with backlog management.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM

PRODUCT OWNER

• Updates and prioritizes backlog

• Organizes and facilitates Scrum meetings

• Splits Features and Stories to smaller tasks and
activities

• Coaches and provides feedback for the team

• Develops tested and shippable Features

• Accept Features and Stories as done

• Says “no” to ideas and requirements which will
not be developed
• Estimates Feature value and size with the team

• Ensures agile principles are followed and
timeboxes are obeyed
• Supports Product Owner actively

• Limits work in progress to ensure fast
throughput

‒ Helps with backlog management

• Solves technical issues and fixes bugs

‒ Formulates and clarifies Features and User
Stories

• Actively asks for support and clarifications

‒ Communicates with stakeholders
‒ Assists with idea and requirement
management

• Ensures everybody understand the vision
• Keeps roadmap updated (long-term vs shortterm planning)
*

Build the
right thing

• Removes impediments from the team

• Adjusts the way of working when needed

• Is self-organizing and collaborates actively

• Has final say on which Features will be
developed and released

Project manager is not an
official agile role but in reality,
project manager will take care
of project planning, progress
reporting, budget management
and other work that the project
model requires.

• Performs the actual “work” (design,
development, testing, etc.)

• Estimates Feature and Story sizes

• Manages stakeholder expectations

PROJECT MANAGER

SCRUM MASTER

*

BUSINESS
ANALYST

*

DEV
EXPERTS

Build the
thing right

Build it fast
and agile

DEV LEAD

Plan business
capabilities & EA

Design ideas &
Concepts
Plan service
increments and
improvements
Service planning

Product
Backlog

DEVELOPMENT
(DEV)

Product
Owner

Product Vision
Scrum Master

Prioritise,
commit &
make
backlog

Dev Team

Customer

Design

Validate

Iterate

Change
Request

Realise
business
value

Demo / Review

ROLLOUT

Analyse
requirements
& feasibility

Approve
Delivery

Ensure
operational
readiness Integrate
services and
assure quality

Run continuous improvements
with service changes

Solution

Retrospect

RELEASE

Strategic planning

Approve Dev

Approve Dev
Request

Approve Dev
Initiative

OPERATIONS
(OPS)

Deploy
& Train
Release
service

Run service
operation and
automation
Service

SUPPORT

Authorise flow

Dev Initiative

DEMAND

E2e governance ensures that
development is based on
demand coming from business,
and connected to operations to
secure successful rollouts.

GOVERNANCE

End-to-end Governance

Provide support
and service to
users

Learn from
outcomes

